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OVERVIEW
When cruising we cook on board at least 50% of the time and were tired of washing up in small amounts of water
boiled in a kettle, but didn’t want to spend the sort of money required for a new professionally fitted water system.
Used Eberspacher heater units are readily available on eBay at a much lower cost and one such formed the basis of
the system. By shopping around online, you can also save considerably versus the local chandlery.

CAUTION : The installation instructions for some of this
equipment require it to be installed by a qualified
engineer, which I am not, so this paper is provided to
help you with your own planning and you should use a
competent person to do the installation. The recent
deaths of two people on Lake Windermere were the
result of Carbon Monoxide poisoning caused by the
failure of an improvised exhaust on an inappropriate
generator.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/24/carbonmonoxide-lake-windermere-boat
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PROJECT PLANNING, PURCHASING AND INSTALLATION
Three major phases to the installation:


Planning



Procurement



Installation

Planning / Equipment Selection
There’s not a lot of spare usable space in a Contessa, but there is a fair bit of unused space behind the engine, so
planning is key to maximising space utilization.
Since we didn’t plan to use the hot water for showers (the water tank is just too small), we didn’t need a large
calorifier and the 10 litre vertical one from SureCal provides plenty of hot water for our needs and being small heats
up very quickly, and most importantly is small enough to go into the cockpit locker! Fitting it up against the forward
bulkhead meant we also had to move the gas bottle, but that’s another story.
There are essentially then two choices for the rest of the major plumbing items (pump filter and accumulators), either
the cockpit locker or the locker in the aft U of the port berth. I chose the cockpit, as I find the one in the cabin too
useful to lose it, and with everything mounted above the calorifier hose runs were a little simpler.
The HiSpec filter from General Ecology is excellent, removes all taste but the penalty is low flow rate even with the
pressurized system.
Selection of the Silencio 3 fan heater was based on noise and power consumption vs output rating. This is an area
where you could make a fair saving, it’s a heater matrix and three 12v computer fans, if you’re prepared to make your
own assembly it’d be much cheaper and potentially you could use odd shaped spaces since the fans and matrix could
be mounted separately in a custom enclosure.
This is a small and simple installation, so the pressure pump etc could be small too. You’ve only got 11 gallons to play
with so you really don’t want something that empties the tank in a couple of minutes when someone brushes their
teeth under a running tap.
We have a mixer tap from Penguin in the galley while in the heads, hot and cold pressurized and the cold foot pump
(remember the teeth) discharge into the existing spout in the basin. We also have a shower mixer and head mounted
with the H & C taps in a recess in the pull out basin unit.

Procurement
Assuming this is going to be a winter job, a good start point is the Southampton boat show. Many of the suppliers
exhibit there, so it’s a good opportunity to do some research. For the rest, it’s then autumn evenings trawling the
internet for the pieces you need. The parts and suppliers I used are listed in the table at the end of the article.
You’ll also need a good quality hole cutter to route the piping.
The most difficult task to find was the appropriate fitting for the second take-off on the fuel filter, which is also
probably the smallest component!
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Installation
It’s not only the calorifier that has to go through the cockpit locker lid – so do you! None of the installation is complex,
but it is time consuming and much of it is uncomfortable working in the cockpit locker or down the quarter berth.
The hoses are run essentially along the port side under the inboard edge of the galley and port bunk. Be careful not to
create a water route from the locker to the main cabin – if you get water in the locker it will go everywhere. The
heater is mounted on box section aluminium to keep the heat away from the cockpit locker side, though the
soundproofing is supposed to be fireproof, it also makes it easier to mount and easier to reach from the quarter berth.
The exhaust runs aft under the cockpit close to the engine exhaust, through a swan neck and out of the bottom of the
transom
Electrics will be as complicated as you choose to make it, from install as purchased with a simple on / off / timer
through thermostat fan control, separate controls for cabin heating and water to a 7 day full function timer so the
boat can be warm when you arrive on a winter Saturday morning.
Finally, don’t forget to install a Carbon Monoxide alarm, close to the quarter berth, which is the area most likely to be
affected, particularly if you plan to leave the heater running overnight.

Post installation changes
The low cost exhaust insulation was not very good and was replaced by “genuine” Eberspacher version which is much
better. At the same time to keep it dry and oil free, I enclosed the whole lot in 60mm flexible aluminium ducting with
the end sealed with aluminium tape which results in a much more durable and smarter installation.
The glow plug needs a pretty high current (~35 amps), and with the wiring supplied there was too much voltage drop
to guarantee initial startup if the engine wasn’t running. This was easily solved by running a new heavy duty,
separately fused, cable directly from the battery switch to the glow plug and using the original wiring to operate a 100
amp relay, and also a heavy earth. I suspect in the original installation part of the earth route was via the vehicle body.
Subsequently, while changing the stern gland hose and engine mountings, I attached a couple of LED strips in the
engine bay and have two more on battens that can be placed anywhere – this would have made the job much easier

Ideas for the future
Now we’re in a Marina berth with shore power, fitting an immersion heater in the calorifier and having separate 12v
power supplies to the circulating pump and fan would allow us to run the heating and hot water on mains power
which would be much quieter overnight and eliminate any Carbon Monoxide risk.

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Calorifier in position in the cockpit locker, showing mixing valve and pressure relief valve.
One day, I’ll move it higher to make it easier to clean underneath.
Current model includes a mains immersion heater
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Cold water coarse pre-filter, pump, pulsation damper and charcoal filter

Hot circuit expansion bottle, behind the fuel tank
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The heater unit in place behind the engine, mounted on the cockpit locker side and accessed from the quarter berth

Eberspacher logic unit mounted under the quarter berth. There’s also a relay box, timer and thermostat to locate
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Heater matrix mounted in the locker by the mast. Air supply from grid by cabin table and hot air out to towards the
mast
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SUPPLIERS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Item

Model

Supplier

Heater Unit

Eberspacher D5WZ

eBay (ex BT Transit)

Calorifier

Surecal 10l

http://www.surecal.co.uk

Cabin Fan Heater

Kalori Silencio 3

Kuranda
www.kurandamarine.co.uk

Pressure Pump

Jabsco Par Max 2.9

Pulsation Damper /
Accumulator

0.65litre
Jabsco 30573-0003

Expansion Pot

2 litre
Surecal

http://www.surecal.co.uk

Hi Spec Filter

Nature Pure

General Ecology
/www.purewateronline.co.uk

Basic Filter

Jabsco Aqua Filta

Local chandlery

Taps

Various

Penguin Engineering
www.penguineng.com

Heating circuit hose

Car radiator / heater hose

Local auto shop

Hot and Cold Water hose

Red and Blue

Local chandlery

Tee pieces

Penguin Engineering

Jubilee Clips

Buy in bulk!!

Heater Exhaust

24mm twin wall flexible
stainless steel

Eber-basto
http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Eber-Basto?_rdc=1

Exhaust Skin Fitting

Eberspacher

Eber-basto
http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Eber-Basto?_rdc=1

Exhaust Lagging

Eberspacher

Krueger Ltd
www.krueger.co.uk

Aluminium box section

4 x 2” box

http://www.metalsupermarkets.com/
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If you would like any additional information about how to proceed with upgrades or repairs to your Contessa 32 an
excellent forum is available on the Association website where you can post questions and draw on the collective
knowledge of many owners.
Contessa 32 owners are in the very lucky position to be able to contact the original and current manufacturer of
Contessa yachts, the team at Jeremy Rogers Yachts are extremely helpful and will offer free advice to owners as well
as historical information about your particular Contessa. Jeremy Rogers Yachts can provide a range of spare parts and
will carry out repairs both small and large, their contact details can be found on the Jeremy Rogers website

